
Dear Friend 

I am seeking a real help out of this family roller-coaster that I am presently involved in. 
It is taking a toll on my person. I decide to start making contact before I end up being 
vilified for no offence of mine. I was initially employed as a maid to a wife of a multi-
millionaire Jewish business man. After my good conducts and sincerity with this family 
for many years; the wife recommended the husband to employ me as his personal 
assistance. I have been serving this man as assistance since then and this exposed me to 
many deals, mostly secretly, that this man engages in; ranging from arms deals with 
Russians and Chinese, diamond, gold 

 Well, I do not have any problem with my boss, but I am especially worried now because 
of the constant suspicion of his wife over her husband and me. I am sorry if what I am 
about to say offends your true religion or person. The wife of my boss is a lesbian and I 
have been trying to quit or resist her but could not because I am the bread-winner of my 
poor family. My entire family depends on me just as I depend on this Jewish family 
entirely for everything that I earn and do. 

Apart from my normal job; I now serve two masters on other wrong sides…though 
shamefully but what could you have done if you were me with many family problems 
and folks going to school under my support. Anyway, let me not bore you with this ugly 
situation of mine. I have strategies to quit my job and this family but not without going 
the extra mile or committing some financial harms, if you will, to my boss, even though 
he will never ever feel it. I have access to all his local and foreign bank accounts and he 
even signs open checks to my name to draw money and take care of things for him in 
his absence. I got so close to him because he also got so close to me. 

I have the codes to his diamond and gold deposits at the bank vaults, which he buys 
from illegal miners in Sierra Leone, Angola and Congo DRC. He is a very good friend of 
former Liberian war lord, Charles Taylor, and he even fathered a child in Liberia during 
his many visits to Liberia when Charles Taylor was the president of Liberia. His wife is 
not aware of this child and he uses only me to send monies to the child. I have many 
secrets of this man that his wife does not even know. I can access his many secret bank 
accounts at will and can transfer money to any account. He only audits accounts that 
his wife is aware of, but other secret accounts his auditors does not know about them, 
only me knows. He is now afraid that his wife is planning to divorce him so he begged 
me not to expose other things about him so that he will not lose a lot in case of a costly 
divorce from his wife.All I need now is a very trusted person whom I can use to siphon 
some money before he separates from his wife and I lose because I do not know if I 
would still be needed by any of them after a divorce. Can you be able to do this for me? 
If you are willing, I will guide you what to do and you would be receive payments from 
time to time until I am satisfied with enough money that I can move out before it is too 
late for me. I have secured a secret number you can reach me with (Tel: …). But if you 
call and I do not answer, just be sure that I am either with my boss or the wife, but I will 
surely call you back if you left a message or your number appears. I also normally keep 



the phone at the security guard’s house, just to avoid my boss or the wife noticing it 
because they bought a phone for me that I have always used. Meanwhile, I told the 
guard to answer if it continues to ring. 

If after reading this mail you think we can do something together, feel free to contact 
me and I shall surely get back to you with more details. 

Thank you. 

Ms. Chelle   


